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ABSTRACT

Some concerns and questions have been raised regarding the values of the DT-18 package
surface emissivity, file emissivity of the B-1023 furnace used for thermal testing of DOE shipping
packages, and the furnace radiating temperature that should be employed during thermal tests.
In order for the thermal tests perfornled at the Y-12 Plant in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, to comply
with the regulations specified in 10 CFR 71, it must be shown that a specific amount of heat is
added to the package during the test. Therefore, a method of thermal analytical modeling was
developed to calculate the quantity of heat energy input to which a DT-18 package is exposed

during hypothetical accident scenario testing. Par_,metric studies involving the gray-body
interchange factor (which embodies both the package and furnace emissivities) and the furnace
radiating temperature were then performed, and the effects of these two variables on the net total
heat received by a DT-18 package were determined.

The effect of the gray,body interchange factor on the total heat received by the DT-I 8
package was found to be minimal. Only 2% additional heat energy is imparted to the DT-18
package in a 30-min period if the interchange facto_ value increases from a low value of 0.4 to
a high value of 0.8. The furnace radiating tempet, ature, however, was found to have a more
significant effect on the total heat added to ale DT-18 package. Increasing the furnace surface
temperature from 800 to 850°C results in approximately 7% more heat energy being absorbed
by the DT-18 package in the same time period.

Based on the analyses presented in this report, simple guidelines and recommendations
are made in order to ensure that thermal testing in the B-1023 furnace cc_rnplies With federal
regulations. Data are presented which allow the determination of an appropriate furnace .surface
temperature (800-850°C) based on the value of the gray-body interchange factor. The _econd
alternative to ensure regulatory compliance involves allowing the DT-18 package to remain in the
800°C furnace for an additional amount of time (determined from presented data) beyond the
required 30-min period.

xi
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INTRODUCTION

The certification process for containers developed for shipping radioactive materials by
U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) subcontractors includes thermal tests designed to simulate
hypothetical fire accident scenarios. The conditions for such thermal tests, as stated in Title 10
CFR, Pt. 71.73(c)(3), t are:

Exposure of the whole specimen for not less than 30 minutes to a heat flux not
less than that of a radiation environment of 800°C (1475°F) with an emissivity
coefficient of at least 0.9. For purpose of calculation, the surface absorptivity
must be either that value which the package may be expected to possess if
exposed to a fire or 0.8, whichever is greater. In addition, when significant,
convective heat input must be included on the basis of still ambient air at 800°C
(1475OF).

Currently, the B-1023 furnace located at the Y-12 Plant in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, is
being used to perform these thermal tests for packages developed there. The Energy Systems
Independent Review Group (ESIRG) and DOE Field Office, Albuquerque (DOE/AL) have raised
some questions regarding the actual values of the package and furnace emissivities that should
be used for analysis and their effect on the total heat imparted to the package being tested.

Ali analyses in this report are for the DT-18 shipping container sitting in an upright
position. The DT-18 package includes a 55-gal stainless steel drum (outer container) and a
stainless steel inner container. The inner container has an outer diameter of 40 cm and a height

of 57 cre. The space between the inner and outer containers is filled with stacked rings and disks
of Celotex vMfiberboard insulating material, The DT-18 package also contains two rings of

plywood. The packing material inside the inner container is polyurethane foam. A sketch of the
DT-18 package is shown in Fig. 1.

In order to address the concerns discussed above, a computer analysis was performed to

determine the required total heat input to the DT-18 container as regulated by 10 CFR 717
Additional analyses which varied the gray-body fttrnace/package interchange factor and the
furnace radiating temperature were performed to determine the effect of these variables on the
total heat added to the DT-18 container. Also, an attempt was made to model the actual
conditions thought to exist in the B-1023 furnace during thermal testing of a DT-18 shipping
container and to compare the total heat input results to those obtained from the regulatory case.
Ali thermal analyses presented in this report were performed using HEATING 7.12 on the STC
UNICOS CRAY X-MP/14 at the K-25 Site in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
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Fig. 1. DT..Ilt shipping container schematic.
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CALCULATION OF TIlE INTERCHANGE FACTOR

The gray-body interchange factor between the package and the furnace interior (,_.F) can
be calculated as:3

,_,.F = 1/[1/ev + Ap/AF(I/eF- 1)1, (1)

where ep = package emissivity,
_F = furnace emissivity,
Ap/AF = ratio of package surface area to furnace surface area.

The net radiant heat flow from the furnace to the package (Q,,d) can, therefore, be expressed as

Q_ = A_.Fo('I'F 4 - Tp4) , (2)

where o = Stefan-Boltzmann constant,f

TF = furnace surface temperature,
Tp = package surface temperature.

Based on Kirchhoffs law, the total hemispherical emissivity of any surface in an enclosed

blackbody cavity is equal to its total hemispherical absorptivity? A blackbody cavity is defined
as a large isothermal enclosure within which one or more small bodies having a negligible
influence on the radiation field are confined? Therefore, the package absorptivity metationed in

10 CFR 71 and the package emissivity appearing in Eq. 1 are equivalent.
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DESCRIPTION OF CASES ANALYZED

To determine the effi_ct of fllrnace e_alissivity, package absorptivity, and area ratio on the
thermal response of the DT-18 shipping container, several cases were considerexl and analyzed.
'111e interchange factors and radiating temperatures fi._reauh case are presented in Table 1.
Package emissivities, furnace emissivitiesl and area ratios are also shown where applicable.

The first case which is considered (Case 1) is intended to represent exacily the

hypothetical thermal accident condition that is called for in Title 10 CFR, Pt. 71.73{,c)(3). t q"he
properties of the model in this case include a package absorptivity of 0.8, a furrmce emis;:._iv:lty
of 0.9, and a package-to-furnace surface area ratio of 1,0. The overall interchange factor t'c_'this
scenario is 0.7347. The regulations call for a radiating temperature of 800°C.

Cases 2-10 are general c_mes which are intended to cover the expected ranges of
interchange factors and furnace operating temperatures encour, tered in practice. The value of the
interchange factor is varied from 0.4 to 0.8, and the furn:_ce temperatures are varied from 800
to 850°C.

i

Cases 11-!3 are intended to approximate as closely as possible the actual conditions
encountered when a DT-18 package is thermally tested in the B-I023 furnace at the Y-12 Plant.
At the present time, the emissivities of the DT-18 packi_ge exterior and the furnace walls are
thought to be 0.52 and 0.61, respectively. The actual package-to-furnace surface area ratio is

approximately 0.05, given approximate furnace dimensions of 9 ft +'<9 ft x 9 ft. The value of
the overall interczhange factor for these cases is 0.5115. The +radiating surface (fllrnace)
temperatures for Cases II, 12, and 13 are 800, 825, and 850°C, r_,spectively,
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Table 1. Interchange factor and radiating temperature values
for cases analyzed

[ Case _r er At/At _r T_t_
E..4- ..... i r.'!:: :_.:_"_,, ' ' ..... ,,' " , , ,

1 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.7347 800°C
.... ,

2 0.4 800°C

3 0.6 800°C
..... ,,,, .

4 0.8 800°C

5 0.4 825°C
, ,,

6 0.6 825°C
.... , ,,, ,,

7 0.8 825°C

8 0.4 850°C
, ,,,,

9 0.6 850°C
,,, , , .

10 0.8 850°C
,, ,,, , 1

11 0.52 0.61 0.05 0.5115 800°C
.... ,

12 0.52 0.61 0.05 0.5115 825°C

13 0.52 0.61 0.05 0.5115 850°C
,, ,,,.



DK_JCRIPTION OF THE HEATING MODELS

Two-Dimensional DT-18 Model

A two-dimensional (2-D) r-z model of the DT-18 shipping container was constructed on
HEATING 7.1, a multidimensional finite difference transient heat transfer code. For more
information oil the HEATING 7.1 code, refer to the current HEATING user's manual. 2 The

HEATING 7.1 input deck for this model is presented in Appendix 1. A sketch of the DT-18
HEATING model is shown in Fig. 2. The model consists of two materials, stainless steel and
Celotex TM. Both the outer and inner containers are modeled as stainless steel. Celotex TM is a

fiberboard insulation used between the outer drum and inner container. Thermal properties for
both 304 stainless steel and Celotex TM are presented in Table 2.

Polyurethane foam is commonly used as packing inside the inner container. However,
since the thermal conductivity of polyurethane foam is relatively low, approximately
0.05-0.06 W/m-K, most of the heat absorbed by the inner container will be stored rather than
transferred through to the polyurethane. Therefore, as a conservative measure, the contents of
the inner container, which would normally include the polyurethane insulation and the payload,
were not modeled, and the inner surface of the inner container is modeled as an insulated

boundary.

Some of the Ceiotex TM contained within the package undergoes chemical changes when
exposed to the temperatures reached in thermal tests. A decomposition process takes place, and
when oxygen is available a combustion process also takes place. The combination of these
processes is known as pyrolysis, which is decomposition in a reducing atmosphere (i.e., no
oxygen or not enough oxygen to support total combustion). The pyrolysis process will most
likely have some effect on the temperature distribution through the Celotex TM within the package,
but, for simplicity, heat transfer through the Celotex TM has been modeled purely as conduction.
Therefore, the Celotex TM temperatures predicted by these analyses are not considered to be
accurate. When pyrolysis takes place during an actual thermal test, these processes have been
shown to be exothermic. "_It would be possible for this process to increase the temperature of the
outer shell of the container. As the outer shell temperature increased, the quantity of heat
transferred to the package by the furnace would decrease. Thus, it is conservative not to account
for the phenomena of decomposition and pyrolysis.

The boundary conditions applied to the outside of the DT-18 package are intended to
simulate the actual thermal conditions imposed on the package during a standard furnace test.
The sides, top, and bottom of the package therefore receive heat due to radiative exchange with
the furnace interior and by natural convection with the air in the furnace. The net radiative heat
flow fi'om the furnace to the package can be determined from Eq. 2. The natural convection heat
transfer over the sides, top, and bottom of the package can be determined from

Q_ = hA_o(T^ - Tp), (3)
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Table 2. Material propertit._

,, , , ,,, .....

Material Temperature Thermal Density Specific
(K) conductivity (kg/m _) heat

(W/m-K) (J/k_-K)
I I lll

r

Stainless steel I 200 12.6 7900 ' 402

300 14.9 477
....

400 16.6 515

600 19.8 557

800 22.6 582

1000 25.4 611

1200 28.0 640

Celotex+M2 298 0.053 270' 1280

359 0.059 1506

419 0.063 1745

499 0.065 2046
,,,

551 0.051 2063
, ,

a For modeling purposes, density was considered constant (temperature independent).

Sources: 1) Safety Analysis Report for Packaging, Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant, Model DT-23

Package with Subassembly Contents (U), Y/LF-51-1A/RI, October 26, 1990. 2) L. C. Sanchez,

et al., Thermal Analysis of the lO-Gallon and the 55-Gallon DOT-6M Containers with Thermal

Boundary Conditions Corresponding to l0 CFR 71 Normal Transport and Accident Conditions,

Sandia Report SAND87-1896 TTC-0748, 1988.



where h = a(TA- Tp)b, (4)

and TA = furnace air temperature.

Values fbr the, constants, a and b, in Eq. 4 are given in Table 3 for different surface
configurations, lt should be noted that iu 1heanalyses the temperature of the air (TA)is taken as
the furnace surface temperature (%). Data consisting of control thermocouple (air) and furnace
wall thermocouple temperatures support the assumption that the furnace air temperature is
approximately equal to the furnace wall temperature. _ The total heat addexlto the package can
be calculated as

Qt,_l = Q_ + Qc,,,_. (5)

Since initially temperature gradients are extremely sharp near the package surface, the
mesh size used in the HEATING 7.1 model is small, approximately 1/16 in. for a depth of 1 in.
into the package. The mesh size is increased to 1/8 in. at an intermediate region before being
increased to 1/4 in. near the inner container. The progressive mesh sizing, determined from
preliminary one-dimensional (I-D) radial analyses on the DT-18 package, is employed in both
the r and z directions.

Case 1 was executed using the 2-D model. Since the model consists of a total of 8731
nodes, execution time was lengthy [approximately 2.3 central processing unit (cpu) hours on the
STC UNICOS CRAY]. Because of these long run times, the possibility (and resulting accuracy)
of using I-D models as opposed to 2-D models was considered.

One-Dimensional DT-18 Models

A 1-D (r) model was constructed to calculate the heat transfer to the sides of the DT-18
shipping container. One-dimensional (z) models were constructed for the top and bottom of the
container. Sketchesof the three I-D models are shown in Fig. 3. The HEATING 7.1 input files
for each of the three cases are presented in Appendices 2-4.

Materials and their properties are the same for these I-D models as for the 2-D model
(see Table 2 for material properties). The DT-18 side model was constructed at a height
corresponding to the seal location at the inner container. The top and bottom models were
constructed at locations corresponding to the centerline of the container.

The boundary conditions applied to the I-D HEATING 7.1 models are identical to those
previously described for the 2-D model. The mesh applied to the 1-D models is also similar to
that described for the 2-D model. The node spacing in the side model (see Fig. 3) is 1/4 in. for
Region V (5 elements) and Region IV (5 elements), 1/8 in. for Region III (9 elements), and
1/16 in. for Region II (16 elements) and Region I (1 element). The side model consists of a tot',d
of 37 nodes.
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Table 3. Values of natural convection correlation constants

Configuration a b
i l lJll

Vertical surface 1.37 0.25
....

Cold horizontal 1.86 0.25

surface facing down
, ,

Cold horizontal 0.88 0.25 '

surface facing up

Source: R. H. Perry and D. W. Green, Perry's Chemical Engineers'flandbook, 6th ed.,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New "fork, 1984.

11
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The node spacing in the top model (see Fig. 3) is 1/4 in. for Region V (3 elements) and
Region IV (6 dements), 1/8 in. for Region III (13 elements), and 1/16 in. for Region II (16
elements) and Region I (1 element). The top model consists of a total of 40 nodes.

The node spacing in the bottom model (see Fig. 3) is 1/4 in. for Region V (3 elements)
and Region IV (10 elements), 1/8 in. for Region III (20 elements), and 1/16 in. for Region II (16
elements) and Region I (1 element). The bottom model consists of a total of 51 nodes.

13
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JUSTIFICATION FOR USING ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODELS

Case 1 (regulatory case) was executed using both the 1-D and 2-D HEATING models.
An enormous savings in cpu time is achieved by using the 1-D model. "ltae 2-D model takes
approximately 2.3 cpu hours on the STC UNICOS CRAY. The I-D models (side, top, and _

bottom) consumed about 2 rain total cpu time on the CRAY. Although this savings in cpu time _
is extremely significant, the accuracy of the 1-D models must be established and verified before
they can be used as substitutes for the 2-D models.

Temperatures were monitored at 18 locations (each location was a region interface) in
both the 1-D and 2-D models. The positions of the 18 monitored locations are shown in Fig. 4.
Nodes 3, 9, and 15 are each located 2.54 cm (1 in.) into the Celotex "fMinsulating material.
Table 4 contains the temperatures calculated by HEATING for both the 1-D and 2-D models at
each location, lt is evident from the data that practically no accuracy in temperatures is forfeited
by using the 1-D models as opposed to the 2-D model. The temperature difference between the
1-D and 2-D models is less than 0. I°C at ali monitored ntJ,des.

Although the temperature profiles have been shown to be nearly identical fi)r the I.-D and
2-D models, they are not the most significant indicators of accuracy as far as the regulations
(10 CFR 71) are concerned. Compliance with 10 CFR 71 is based primarily on the amount of
heat added to the package. Therefore, the QTOTAL sub,routine was used in conjunction with
HEATING 7.1 to obtain a value for the total heat added to the package, The QTOTAL
subroutine actually keeps track of ali the heat energy transferred from the environment to the
DT-18 package during the simulation. For the 2-D model, the value obtained from HEATING
represents the actual amount of heat absorbed by the DT-18 package during the furnace test
simulation, However, because of the way in which surface, areas are calculated for 1-D models,
the values obtained from HEATING for the I-D models must be adjusted in order to compare
them to the value from the 2-D model.

For the side model, the surface area used for calculations is

A,ido= 27trh , (6)

where r is the radius and the height (h) is 1.0 unit for a I-D (r) model. Therefore, the heat that
is actually absorbed by the sides of the DT-18 package is

Q,ido= Q,ido,l.D(0.8317/1.0) , (7)

where 0.8317 represents the height of the DT-18 container in meters.

The surface area used for calculations for both the top and bottom of the package is

Atop= Au_ m = "n'ra , (8)

15
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Table 4. Temperatures at selected Iorations
in I-D and 2-D DT-18 models

Temperature (°C)
I_.D

la)cation 2-D
I I

rain ,1 10 rail. [ 15 min 20 rain 25 rain 30 min
I I"i II III III 'm Ill I III I I I I

1 773.91 784.75 788,07 789.89 791,09 791,95
773,91 784.75 788,07 789,89 791,09 791,95

J , ,., - _ . , ..

2 773,63 784,57 787,93 789.78 790.98 791.85
760,62 784,57 787,93 789,78 790,98 791,85

.,, ,, _, | ,, , , ,, _ ,,,, .,,, _.,,

3 23.87 51,33 89.46 124,70 155.13 181,41
23,89 51,32 89,44 124,70 155,12 181,41

: .... , , . , , ..... , .

4 21,11 21,14 21,68 23.76 27.90 33,89
21,11 21,14 21,68 23,76 27,89 33.89

,,, : - . _-__ , -, , , ,.......... .., .

5 21,11 21,11 21,11 21.11 21.11 21,13
21,11 21,11 21.11 21,11 21,12 21.14

,,, _ ; ...... , ...... ,

6 21,11 21,11 21,11 21.11 21,11 21.12
21,11 21,11 21,11 21.11 21.12 21,13

,, , _, , , ,,, _ ,., • ....

7 773,03 784,21 787,60 789,45 790,66 791,53
773,01 784,22 787,60 789,45 790,66 791,53

.... ,,, Mt

8 772,73 784,03 787,45 789,32 790.55 791,43
758,72 784,04 787,45 789.32 790.55 791,43

, ..... ,

9 23.73 49,95 86.60 120.57 149.93 175,24
23,74 49,94 86,60 120.58 149,93 175.23

...... m ...............

10 21,11 21,11 21,15 21.43 22.30 24,00
21.11 21,11 21.15 21.43 22.30 24,00

. ,, ..... ......................

I1 21,11 21,11 21.11 21,11 21,11 21.11
21,11 21,11 21,11 21,11 21,11 21,11

.,, ,-.,

12 21.11 21,11 21,11 21.11 21.11 21.11
21.11 21,11 21,11 21,11 21.11 21.11

..... ,. ,, , t

13 773.76 784,42 787,73 789.55 790.74 791,60
7'73.74 784,42 787,73 789.55 790,74 791,60
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Table 4, (continued)

_,, ,;,' ii ', .,_,, ,., ! ,_! ....A I, ,,, , , .=_---._

Temperature (°C)
I-D

L_ation 2-D
,I ,, , , ,, , ,

i i IN I iii I I ,,

5 mln 10 min 15 min 20 mln 25 min 30 rain
, i , ' illll _ ,i i i T T_:

14 773,47 784.24 787,59 789,43 790,64 791,50
773.45 784.24 787,59 789.43 790,64 791,50

,,,

15 23.79 50, 19 86,87 120.84 150, 16 175,42
23.79 50, 18 86,87 120,83 150, 15 175.42

L ' ' ' ....... '

16 21,11 21,11 21,11 21,11 21.13 21,19
21.11 21.11 21,11 21,11 21.13 21,19

, ,, ,

17 21.11 21,11 21,11 21,11 21,11 21,11
21,11 21.11 21.11 21,11 21,11 21.11

_ ,J

18 21.11 21,11 21.11 21,11 21,11 21,11
21,11 21.11 21,11 21,11 21,11 21,11

.....
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where the radius (r) is 1,0 unit for a I-D (z) model, Therefore, the actual value for the heat

absorb_ by the top of the DT-18 container can be approximated as

Q_, = Qt,_,,_.z_(0,2873_/l,02), (9)

where 0,2873 represents the radius, in meters, of the DT-18 container, Similarly, the actual
value for the heat absorbed by the bottom of the DT-18 container can be approximated as

Qb,_t,,m= Qb,_t,,m.H,(0.2873 :/1.0:), (10)

Tl_e total heat added to the DT-18 package can be approximated from values obtained
from the 1-D models as follows:

Qt_l = 0,8317Q,Id_,H_+ 0,0825Qt,_,,i.o + 0,0825Q_,,,_t,,m,t.o. (11)

The values obtained for the total heat added to the DT-18 package from the 1-D and 2-D models
are presented in tabular form in Table 5. The results from the 1-D models are slightly higher
(about 2% maximum) than those from the 2-D model. This difference is expected since the I-D
models neglect edge effects. Thus, an effective method for modeling the DT-18 shipping package
during thermal testing is to make use of three I-D models. The results from the 1-.Dmodels can
then be normalized based on the 2-D results for Case 1 presented in Table 5. The largest
variation between the results of the 1-D and 2-D models for Case 1 is 1,8% at a time of 30 min.

Thus, it would be slightly conservative to normalize ali I-D case values by 1.8% (i.e., multiply
ali HEATING 7. ! 1-D values by a factor of 0.983). In this manner c_;nservative and accurate
calculations of the total heat input to DT-18 packages under various conditions can be obtained
without prohibitively long computer run times.
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Table 5. Comparison or total heat added to DT-18 package
for I-D and 2-D models

Time Total heat added (J) Percent
(rain)

I-D model I 2-D model

i

difference

1 6,568,259 6,563,901 0.066

2 10,615,247 10,593,950 O.201

3 12,554,114 12,507,170 0.375

4 13,606,358 13,550,590 0.412

5 14,332,209 14,255,290 0.540
-- ,I ..... i ....

10 16,704,223 16,559,478 0. 874

15 18,378,841 18,172,062 1. 138

20 19,752_597 19,486,159 1.367
-- ,,, --- , ......

25 20,945,949 20,619,944 1.581
, ............. , , ,

30 22,013,262 21,629,373 1.775
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

By performing thermal analyses for sever_ different cases, the effects of numerous
variables on the total heat received by a package can be studied. In particular, two variables,
radiating temperature (furnace surface temperature) and gray-body interchange factor, were
examined in-depth. The result is a parametric study involving these two variables and how they
affect the total heat received by the DT-18 package.

Effect of Gray'lh)dy Interchange Factor

The gray-body interchange factor has received a great deal of attention during recent

attempts to finalize acceptable thermal testing procedures. Given this attention, it is very
interesting to find that the effect of the interchange factor over a 30-min fire test of a DT-18
package is not as significant as one might think. Figure 5 shows the total heat energy (in joules)
that would be imparted to a DT-18 package during a 30-min furnace test for several different
gray-body interchange factors over a range of furnace surface temperatures. This figure indicates
that during a fire test, for this type of package, the interchange factor can change by 100% (from
0.4 to 0.8) and the change in total heat to the package differs by only about 2%. Table 6
contains data that demonstrate how varying the interchange factor and the furnace radiating
temperature affect the heat supplied to the package when compared to regulatory requirements.
These data lead to a 'very important conclusion about the DT-I 8 package and other packages that
are similarly constructed of thin steel shells using Celotex TM as an impact absorber and thermal
insulator. That is, for prolonged exposure to thermal insult, the quantity of heat that enters such
a package is more dependent on the boundary temperature than on the quality of the boundary
condition (i.e., gray-body interchange factor). This conclusion is based on th_ fact that the
Celotex 'fMinsulation material possesses an extremely low thermal conductivity and the outer
container shell has very little heat storage capacity. Thus, when a package is placed in a furnace
(or exk-)se_lto any other thermal source), the outer container of the package, which is constructed
of stainless steel and posses'_es a much greater thermal conductivity than does Celotex TM, heats
up quickly. However, this heat energy is not readily passed into the package because of the low
thermal diffusivity of the Ceiotex TM. Therefore, the temperature of the outer container
approaches the temperature of the surroundings very quickly. If the material inside the outer
container were more conductive, the heat would diffuse into the package and the temperature on

vl_eoutside of the package would not rise as quickly. Likewise, if the outer container shell were
thicker, more energy would be needed to heat the greater mass, and the outer surface temperature
of the package would not rise as quickly.

For Case 4 (0.8 interchange factor _nd 800°C radiating temperature), the rate of radiative
heat transfer at the onset of the thermal test is very high (see Eq. 2), which in turn raises the
temperature of the outer contai,_er very rapidly. From Eq. 2 it is obvious that the rate of
radiative heat transfer subsides greatly as T_., the package surface tempe_,_ture, increases (see
Fig. 6). Conversely, for Case 2 (interchange factor of 0.4 and 800°C radiating temperature),
at the initiation of the thermal test the rate of heat transfer is only about one half that _f Case 4.
However, this is true only at the very beginning of the test. Because Case 2 does not absorb as
much heat at the onset, the outer container temperature does not increase as quickly as it does
for Case 4. Again, examination of Eq. 2 shows that the rate of radiative heat transfer is much

more dependent on Tp than it is on the interchange fact_:,r. Thus, shortly into the test, Case 2 is
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Fig. 5. Effect of environment tempermure on the total heat added to the DT-18
package for various gray-body interchange factors. Solid line indicates regulatory
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Table 6. Total heat added to DT-18 package

Case 5r Tr_, _ Total heat Percent of heat
added (J)_ required by 10 CFR 71

I I II II I II

1 0.7347 800°C 2.163E+07 100.0%

2 0.4 800°C 2,122E + 07 98.10%

3 0.6 800°C 2.152E+07 99.49%
,,, , ..... ,

4 0.8 800°C 2.167E+07 100.2%

5 0,4 825°C 2.200E+07 I01.7%

6 0.6 825°C 2.229E+ 07 103,1%

7 0.8 825°C 2.244E+07 103.7%
..............

8 0,4 850°C 2,279E + 07 105,3 %
,,,,,

9 0.6 850°C 2.307E +07 106.7 %
........

10 0.8 850°C 2.321E +07 107.3 %
................

11 0.5115 800°C 2.141E+07 99.01%
.............. ,,,

12 0.5115 825°C 2.219E+07 102.6%
, , ........

13 0.5115 850°C 2.297E+07 106.2%
..........

Values are normalizeA as described on page 19.
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Fig. 6. Transient heating rate curve for the DT-18 package when exposed to an
800°C environment for various gray-body interchange factors.
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actually absorbing more heat per time than is Case 4 (see. Fig. 6), The outcome of this situation
is that during the first few minutes of the test, Case 4 absorbs much more heat than does Case 2.
However, alter these initial few minutes, Case 2 is actually absorbing heat at a faster rate than
is Case 4, and this condition continues for the duration of the test.

To ensure that the reader is not misled, it should be stated that at no time will the net
total heat added for Case 2 exceed the value for Case 4. However, it will very nearly approach

it after a period of time, as in this instance where Case 2 is within 2.1% of Case 4 after 30 min.
Thus, it is clear that; although the interchange factor is important when considering initial heating
rates, it is not as significant when considering the total amount of heat energy that is added to a
thin-shelled Celotex_rM-based package during a 30-min fire test in an 800°C furnace. This total
(net) amount of heal: energy that is added to the package is the quantity with which 10 CFR 71
is concerned, and thus is the quantity upon which certification of thermal testing should be based.

The cases compared in the preceding discussion have interchange factors of 0.4 and 0.8,
whereas I0 CFR 71 (Case 1) calls for an interchange factor of 0.7347. The B-1023
furnace/DT-18 package scenario (Case 11) has an interchange factor value of 0.5115. Thus the
difference in heat added during 30 rain would be less than 2%. In fact, Table 6 indicates that
the difference in heat added is slightly less than I%.

Effect of Radiating Temperature '

To date, the guidance received from DOE/AL concerning the running of thermal tests
has been based on changing the furnace surface temperature to compensate f_r furnace emissivity
and package absorptivity and seems to conflict with the standards specified in 10 CFR 71. This
guidance has consistently considerezl only the heat flux at a particular instant rather than the effect
throughottt the duration of the test. Figure 7 shows the total heat energy (in .joules) that would
be imparted to a DT-18 package during a 30-min furnace test for several different furnace surface
temperatures over a range of gray-body interchange factors. (Note: the data displayed here are
taken from Table 6 and are the same as the data displayed in Fig. 5.) lt is quite obvious that
small changes in furnace surface temperature have a significant impact on the total heat imparted
to a container during a thermal test. The guidance that has been received from DOE/AL could

easily result in the setting of furnace temperatures that lead to as much as 7.3% more heat being
added to a package than is actually called for in 10 CFR 71. There is no doubt that such a

quantity of heat energy would constitute a severe overtest of a shipping package.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The results of the analyses presented in this report should be used to devise a more
simplified method of thermal testing which would produce tests that undoubtedly comply with
10 CFR 71 while not resulting in a severe overtest. One of two very simple approaches using
the data presented above should be used in future testing to ensure that these objectives are met.
From Fig, 5 it is very easy to determine the temperature that the furnace surface would have to
maintain for the total heat added to the package to equal that required in 10 CFR 71. If this
temperature were specified as a minimum furnace surface temperature, the test would be
conservative in nature. Since small temperature gradients exist across the furnace, ali furnace
surface temperatures would be at or above this specified temperature.

The second alternative method would be to keep the minimum furnace surface
temperature at 800°C and allow the package to remain in the furnace for a time beyond the
required 30 rain. Figures 8 and 9 show the heat energy input to a DT-18 package a,s a function
of time for wirious interchange factors and a radiating temperature of 800°C. The solid line
indicates the quantity of heat energy required by 10 CFR 71. Table 7 contains the values of time
required for a DT..18 package to receive the heat required by 10 CFR 71 for the range of
interchange factors and radiating temperatures considered in this study, lt is evident that DT-18
packages left in the B-1023 furnace (._"= 0.5115) for approximately 31 min (1 min extra) would
meet the requirements of 10 CFR 71.
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Table 7. Time required fiw DT-18 package to receive
heat required by 10 CFR 71

Interchange Radiating Temperature
,, , . , ..... , , , _

Factor 800°C I 825°C 850°C
I I I [11 I III L rl I i I IIIIq I - " I

0.4 32 min 28,25 min 25 mln

0.5.115 31 rain 27,5 rain 24 mln
1 , L , ,,,, L_

0.6 30,5 rain 27 rain 23,75 rain
...... ,..... . , ,, | , , __ , ,

0.8 30 min 26,25 rain 23 rain
ii i
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CONCLUSIONS

A lnethod of analytical thermal modeling has been developed to calculate the quantity of
heat energy input to which a DT-18 package Is exposed during a hypothetical thernml accident
scenario test, Though the modeling capabilities dovdopM to date do not fully account tbr the
thermal activity within the package, they do properly calculate the amount of heat that would be
imparted to a DT-18 package when lt ts thermally t_,_ted, The re_,_ultsindicate that, due to the
nature or'the Ceh_tex'rM-based packaging technology (or other packaging that employs a thin metal
outer shell _ncloslng a thermally insulating material), tho gray-body interchange factor t,_not the
most significant conslderatit_n in determining the quantity of heat Imparted to a package during
a severe thermal insult,

The discrepancy in the gray-body interchange factor which Is specified by 10 CFR 71 and
whtch actually exists In the B-I023 furnace during a DT-18 thermal test causes the DT-18

package to receive about 1% less heat energy than that required by federal regulations. Simple
methods ibr correcting this difference Include either slightly raising the mtnlmum furnace surface
temperature during a test or allowing the package to remain In the furnace for a time slightly
exceeding the specified 30-mln period, The two techniques suggested above represent methods
of hypothetical thermal accident testing that would allow for more slmplifi_ testing while also
ensuring that the test procedure tS more in the sptrlt of the federal t'egulatlons, 'l'h_;se new

methods of testing do require more technical rigor to arrive at proper methods for hypothetical
thermal accident testing than does a method that employs only a single data potnt (t.e,, only
considering the radiative heat transfer rate at the initiation of the thermal test). However, these

new methods ensure that future tests will co,reply with f_leral regulations without exposing the
package to severe overtest conditions.
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APPENDIX 1

TWO-DIMENSIONAl. DT.18 IIEATING MODEl.,

OtrFIONS
MAXPTS= 8750

@MAXPBT= 1
@MWIDTH = 37
@MAXCP-_O
DT- 18 - WITHOUT H EAT GEN ERATION - REG ULATORY CASE - 11/ 1/9 I
* SPECIFY THE CPU TIME ALLOWED, THE GEOMETRY TYPE (r-z), THE INITIAL
* TIME, AND THE TEMPERATURE UNITS (C)
20(L_ 3 0, I

* DEFINE THE REGIONS
REGIONS
1 1 0,2858 0.2873 0. 0, O. 0,8317
10010023
2 1 0,0,2858 O. O. 0, 0,0015
10000020
3 10. 0.2858 O, O, 0,8302 0,8317
10000003
4 2 0, 0,2604 O. 0. 0,0015 0,0269
100O00O0

5 2 0.2604 0,2858 O. 0, 0,0015 0.83()2
10000000
6 2 O, 0.2604 0, O, 0,8048 0,8302
10000000
7 2 0. 0,2318 O. O, 0,0269 0,0904
10000000
8 2 0,2318 0,2604 O, 0, 0,0269 0,8048
10000000
9 2 0, 0.2318 0, O. 0,7651 0,8048
10000000

lO 2 O, 0,2032 0. O. 0,0904 0,1539
10000000

11 2 0,2032 0,2318 0. 0, 0.0904 0,4587
10000000

12 2 0,1778 0.2318 0. 0, 0,4587 0,7651
10000000
13 20. 0,1778 O, O. 0,7254 0,7651
10000000
14 30, O, 1984 0. O. 0,1539 O. 1698
10000000
15 30,1984 0,2032 O, O, O. 1539 0.4365
I 0000000
16 30. 1730 0.2032 O, 0, 0.4365 0.4587
I0000000
17 3 O, 1730 O, 1778 O, O, 0,4587 0,7095
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10000000
18 3 0. 0.1778 0. 0. 0.7095 0.7254
10000000
* DEFINE THE MATERIALS USED IN THE MODEL
MATERIALS
1 STEEL I l 7900 1 -1 0-2 0
2 CELOTEX1 l 270 1 -3 0 -4 0
3 STEEL2 1 7900 1 -1 0 -2 0
* SPECIFY THE INITIAL TEMPERATURES
INITIAL TEMPERATURES
1 21.11
* SPECIFY THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
l 10.0-5000
0.0 1.0 1.37 0.25 0.0 I
0-8000

2 1 0.0-6000
0.0 1.0 1.0 0.25 0.0 1
0 -9 -10 0 0
3 1 0.0-7000
0.0 1.0 1.0 0.25 0.0 1
0 -11 -1200

* ESTABLISH THE NODE SPACING IN THE X (r) DIRECTION
XGRID
0.0 0.1000 0.1730 0.1778 0.1984 0.2032 0.2318 0.2604 0.2858 0.2873
16 11 1 3 1 59 16 1
* ESTABLISH THE NODE SPACING IN THE Z DIRECTION
ZGRID
0.0. 0.0015 0,0269 0.0904 0.1539 0.1698 0.2397 0.4365 0,4587 0.6396

@0.7095 0.7254 0.7651 0.8048 0,8302 0.8317
1 16 20 103 11 31 328 1136 13 16 1
TABULAR FUNCTIONS
* ENTER THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY DATA FOR STAINLESS STEEL
1
-73 12.6

@27 14.9
@127 16,6
@327 19.8
@527 22.6
@727 25,4
@927 28.0
* ENTER THE SPECIFIC HEAT DATA FOR STAINLESS STEEL
2
-73 402

@27 477
@127 515
@327 557
@527 582
@727 611
@927 640
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* ENTER THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY DATA FOR CELOTEX
3
25 0,053

@86 0,059
@146 0.063
@226 0,065
@278 0.051
* ENTER THE SPECIFIC HEAT DATA FOR CELOTEX
4
25 1280

@86 1506
@146 1745
@226 2046
@278 2063
* SPECIFY THE TIME DEPENDENT BOUNDARY TEMPERATURE FOR BOUNDARY
* CONDITION #1
5
0.0 800

@1800 800
@1800.000001 21.11
@25200 21.11
* SPECIFY THE TIME DEPENDENT BOUNDARY TEMPERATLIRE FOR BOUNDARY
* CONDITION #2
6
0.0 800

@1800 800
@1800.0(0)O)1 21.11
@25200 21.11
* SPECIFY THE TIME DEPENDENT BOUNDARY TEMPERATURE FOR BOUNDARY
* CONDITION #3
7
0.0 800

@18oo800
@1800.000001 21.11
@25200 21.11
* SPECIFY THE TIME DEPENDENT RADIATION FACTOR FOR BOUNDARY
* CONDITION #1
8
0.0 4.166E-08

@1800 4.166E-08
@ 1800,(K)(K)OI 2.948E.08

@25200 2.948E-08
* SPECIFY THE TIME DEPENDENT RADIATION FACTOR FOR BOUNDARY
* CONDITION #2
9
0.0 4.166E-O8

@1800 4.166E--08
@1800.000001 2.948E.-08
@25200 2.948E-08
* SPECIFY THE TIME DEPENDENT CONVECTION COEFFICIENT FOR
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* BOUNDARY CONDITION #2
10
0.0 1.86

@1800 1.86
@1800.000001 0.88
@25200 0.88
* SPECIFY THE TIME DEPENDENT RADIATION FACTOR FOR BOUNDARY
* CONDITION #3
11
0.0 4,166E-08

@1800 4.166E--08
@1800.000001 2.948E-08
@25200 2.948E-08
* SPECIFY THE TIME DEPENDENT CONVECTION COEFFICIENT FOR
* BOUNDARY CONDITION #3
12
0.00.88

@1800 0.88
@1800.000001 1.86
@25200 1.86
* SPECIFY THE PRINTOUT TIMES
PRINTOUT TIMES
60 120 180 240 300 600 900 1200 1500 1800 1860 1920 1980 2040

@2100 2400 2700 3600 4500 5400 6300 7200 8100 9000 9900
@10800 11700 12600
TRANSIENT

* SPECIFY THE TRANSIENT SOLUTION TECHNIQUE AND THE FINAL TIME
1 1800
* SPECIFY THE INITIAL TIME STEP AND THE LEVY FA(2TOR
0.05
%
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APPENDIX 2

ONE-DIMENSIONAL DT-18 HEATING MODEL -- SIDE

OPTIONS
MAXPTS=50

@MAXPBT= 1
@MWIDTH = 37
@MAXCP=0
DT-18 - 1-D - SIDE - WITHOUT HEAT GENERATION - 9/27/91

* SPECIFY THE CPU TIME ALLOWED, THE GEOMETRY TYPE (r), THE INITIAL
* TIME, AND THE TEMPERATURE UNITS (C)
10040. 1

* DEFINE THE REGIONS
REGIONS
1 1 0,2858 0.2873 0. 0. 0. 0.
10010000
2 2 0.2604 0.2858 0. 0. 0. 0,
10000000
3 2 0.2318 0.2604 0. 0. 0. 0.
10000000
4 2 0.2032 0.2318 0.0.0. O.
10000000
5 3 0.1984 0.2032 0, 0. 0. 0.
10000000
6 3 0.1778 0.1984 0. 0. 0. 0.
10000000
7 3 0.1730 0.1778 0. 0. 0. 0.
10000000
* DEFINE THE MATERIALS USED IN THE MODEL
MATERIALS
1 STEEL1 1 7900 1 -1 0-2 0
2 CELOTEXI 1 270 1 -3 0 -4 0
3 STEEL2 1 7900 1 -1 0 -2 0
* SPECIFY THE INITIAL TEMPERATURES
INITIAL TEMPERATURES
1 21.11
* SPECIFY THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
1 1 0.0-5000
0.0 4.166E-08 1.37 0.25 0.0 0

* ESTABLISH THE NODE SPACING IN THE X (r) DIRECTION
XGRID
0,1730 0,1778 0.1984 0.2032 0.2318 0.2604 0.2858 0.2873
13159161
TABULAR FUNCTIONS
* ENTER THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY DATA FOR STAINLESS STEEL
1
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-73 12.6

@27 14,9
@127 16.6
@327 _19.8
@527 22.6
@727 25.4
@927 28.0
* ENTER THE SPECIFIC HEAT DATA FOR STAINLESS STEEL
2
-73 402

@27 477
@127 515
@327 557
@527 582
@727 611
@927 640
* ENTER THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY DATA FOR CELOTEX
3
25 0.053

@86 0.059
@146 0.063
@226 0,065
@278 0.051
* ENTER THE SPECIFIC HEAT DATA FOR CELOTEX
4
25 1280

@86 1506
@146 1745
@226 2046
@278 2063
* SPECIFY THE TIME DEPENDENT BOUNDARY TEMPERATURE FOR BOUNDARY
* CONDITION #1
5
0.0 800

@21130 800
@2100.01 21.11
* SPECIFY THE PRINTOUT TIMES
PRINTOUT TIMES
60 120 180 240 300 600 900 1200 1500 1800 1860 1920 1980 2040

@2100
TRANSIENT
* SPECIFY THE TRANSIENT SOLUTION TECHNIQUE AND THE FINAL TIME
1 2100
* SPECIFY THE INITIAL TIME STEP AND THE LEVY FACTOR
0.0 1

9_
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APPENDIX 3

ONE-DIMENSIONAL DT-18 HEATING MODEL -- TOP

OPTIONS
MAXPTS =60

@MAXPBT = 1
@MWIDTH =37
@MAXCP=0
DT-18 - I-D - TOP - WITHOUT HEAT GENERATION - 10/2/91

* SPECIFY THE CPU TIME ALLOWED, THE GEOMETRY TYPE (z), THE INITIAL
* TIME, AND THE TEMPERATURE UNITS (C)
10050. 1

* DEFINE THE REGIONS
REGIONS
1 1 0. O. 0. 0. 0.7095 0.7254
10000000
2 2 0. 0. 0. O. 0.7254 0.7651
10000000

3 2 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.7651 0.8048
10000000
4 2 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.8048 0.8302
10000000
5 3 0. 0. 0. 0, 0.8302 0.8317
10000001
* DEFINE THE MATERIALS USED IN THE MODEL
MATERIALS
1 STEELI 1 7900 1 -1 0-2 0
2 CELOTEXI 1 270 1 -3 0 -4 0
3 STEEL2 1 7900 1 -1 0 -2 0
* SPECIFY THE INITIAL TEMPERATURES
INITIAL TEMPERATURES
1 21.11
* SPECIFY THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
1 1 0.0-5000
0.0 4.166E-08 0.88 0.25 0.0 0

* ESTABLISH THE NODE SPACING IN THE X (r) DIRECTION
ZGRID
0.7095 0.7254 0.7651 0.8048 0.8302 0.8317
3 6 13 16 1
TABULAR FUNCTIONS
* ENTER THE THERMAI, CONDUCTIVITY DATA FOR STAINLESS STEEL
1

i

-73 12.6

@27 14.9
@127 16.6
@327 19.8
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@527 22.6
@727 25,4
@927 28.0
* ENTER THE SPECIFIC HEAT DATA FOR STAINLESS STEEL
2
-.73 402

@27 477
@127 515
@327 557
@527 582
@727611
@927 640
* ENTER THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY DATA FOR CELOTEX
3
25 0.053

@86 0.059
@146 0.063
@226 0,065
@278 0.051
* ENTER THE SPECIFIC HEAT DATA FOR CEL,OTEX
4
25 1280

@86 1506
@146 1745
@226 2O46
@278 2063
* SPECIFY THE TIME DEPENDENT BOUNDARY TEMPERATURE FOR BOUNDARY
* CONDITION #1
5
0.0 800

@2100 800
@2100.01 21.11
* SPECIFY THE PRINTOUT TIMES
PRINTOUT TIMES
60 120 180 240 300 600 900 1200 1500 1800 1860 1920 1980

@2040 2100
TRANSIENT

* SPECIFY THE TRANSIENT SOLUTION TECHNIQUE AND THE FINAL TIME
1 2100
* SPECIFY THE INITIAL TIME STEP AND THE LEVY FACTOR
0.0 1
%
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APPENDIX 4

ONE-DIMENSIONAL DT-18 [IEATING MODEL- BOTFOM

OPTIONS
MAXPTS=60

@MAXPBT= 1
@MWIDTH=37
@MAXCP=0
DT-18 - 1-D - BOTTOM - WITHOUT HEAT GENERATION - 10/2/91
* SPECIFY THE CPU TIME ALI..,,OWED, THE GEOMETRY TYPE (z), THE INITIAL

* TIME, AND THE TEMPERATURE UNITS (C)
10050. 1

* DEFINE THE REGIONS
REGIONS
1 1 0. 0. 0, 0, 0. 0.0015
10000010
2 2 0. 0. 0, 0, 0.0015 0.0269
10000000
3 2 0. 0. 0, 0, 0.0269 0.0904
10000000
4 2 0. 0. 0, 0.0,0904 0,1539
10000000
5 3 0. 0. 0. 0. 0,1539 0.1698
10000000
* DEFINE THE MATERIALS USED IN THE MODEL
MATERIALS
1 STEEL1 1 7900 1 -I 0-2 0
2 CELOTEX1 1 270 1 -3 0 -4 0
3 STEEL2 1 7900 1 -I 0 -2 0
* SPECIFY THE INITIAL TEMPERATURES
INI'I"IAL TEM PERATURES
1 21.11
* SPECIFY THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
1 1 0.0-5000
0,0 4.166E-08 1.86 0.25 0.0 0

* ESTABLISH THE NODE SPACING IN THE X (r) DIRECTION
ZGRID
0, 0.0015 0.0269 0.0904 0.1539 0.1698
1 16 20 10 3
TABULAR FUNCTIONS
* ENTER THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY DATA FOR STAINLESS STEEL
1
-73 12,6

@27 14.9
@127 16.6
@327 19.8
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@527 22,6
@727 25.4
@927 28,0
* ENTER THE SPECIFIC HEAT DATA FOR STAINLESS STEEL
2
-73 402

@27 477
@127 515
@327 557
@527 582
@727 611
@927 640

* ENTER THE THERMAL CONDUC'FIVITY DATA FOR CELOTEX
3
25 0,053

@86 0,059
@146 0.063
@226 0,065
@278 0,051

* ENTER THE SPECIFIC HEAT DATA FOR CELOTEX
4
25 1280

@86 1506
@146 1745
@226 2046
@278 2063

* SPECIFY THE TIME DEPENDENT BOUNDARY TEMPERATURE FOR BOUNDARY
* CONDITION #1
5
0,0 800

@2100 800
@2100,000001 21. I 1
* SPECIFY THE PRINTOUT TIMES
PRINTOUT TIMES

60 120 180 240 300 600 900 1200 1500 1800 1860 1920 1980
@2040 21O0
TRANSIENT

* SPECIFY THE TfL&NSIENT SOLUTION TECHNIQUE AND THE FINAL TIME
1 2100

* SPECIFY THE INITIAL TIME STEP AND THE LEVY FACTOR
0.0 1
%
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